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We present a lattice NRQCD study of the B meson decay constant in the quenched approximation with
emphasis given to the scaling behavior. The NRQCD action and the heavy-light axial vector current we use
include all terms of order 1/M and the perturbative O(asa) and O(as /M ) corrections. Using simulations at
three values of couplings b55.7, 5.9, and 6.1 on lattices of sizes 123332, 163348, and 243364, we find a
significant a dependence disappears in f B if the O(asa) correction is included in the axial vector current. We
observe that b55.926.1 is the window where systematic errors are expected to be minimum within one-loop
improved theory. Our final results are f B5170(5)(15) MeV, f Bs5191(4)(17)(20
14) MeV, and f Bs / f B
51.12(2)(1)(2013), where the first error is statistical, the second is systematic, and the third is due to the
uncertainty of the strange quark mass, while quenching errors are not included.
PACS number~s!: 12.38.Gc, 12.39.Hg, 13.20.He, 14.40.NdI. INTRODUCTION
Lattice QCD provides a promising approach for a first-
principles calculation of the hadronic matrix elements of B
meson relevant for a precision determination of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements. Among the most im-
portant matrix elements is the B meson leptonic decay con-
stant f B , which is needed to determine Vtd . From the
technical point of view it is the simplest B meson matrix
element calculable in lattice QCD, with which one can study
systematic errors associated with a lattice treatment of heavy
quarks.
The need for a careful examination of systematic errors
stems from the fact that their magnitude for naive quark ac-
tions such as the Wilson action is of O(aM ) with M the
heavy quark mass. Hence errors of this origin can exceed
100% for a typical lattice spacing of a21;2 GeV used in
current simulations. To overcome this problem, recent lattice
studies of f B @1# employ a nonrelativistic effective theory of
QCD ~NRQCD! @2# or a nonrelativistic interpretation of the
relativistic lattice quark action for heavy quarks @3#.
NRQCD is an effective theory formulated as an expansion
in D/M where D is the spatial covariant derivative which is
of O(LQCD) for the heavy-light system. For NRQCD one
has to choose the coefficients of the expansion by imposing a
matching condition with the full theory. This can be made by
using perturbation theory. In practice one has to truncate
both nonrelativistic expansion and perturbative expansion at
some order so that the systematic error in NRQCD calcula-
tions is organized as a double expansion in LQCD /M and the
strong coupling constant as .
An additional source of systematic errors is the discreti-
zation error proportional to some power of aLQCD . Since0556-2821/2000/61~7!/074501~14!/$15.00 61 0745NRQCD is valid only when aM.O(1), the continuum limit
a→0 cannot be taken. Therefore, removing discretization
errors is more important in this formalism than in the usual
relativistic formulations for which continuum extrapolations
can in principle be made. For this reason, in many lattice
NRQCD calculations, the correction terms to remove aLQCD
and even (aLQCD)2 errors were introduced to allow a scaling
behavior at a larger lattice spacing.
Until recently the matching coefficients for the action
@4–6# and the current operators @7# were available only at
one-loop level without operator mixing. This means that
O(asLQCD /M ) and O(asaLQCD) errors were left unre-
moved. Recently, Shigemitsu and Morningstar carried out a
one-loop calculation necessary for an O(asLQCD /M ) and
O(asaLQCD) improvement of the heavy-light axial vector
current @8,9#. The first simulation including this improve-
ment was performed by Ali Khan et al. @10,11#, in which
they pointed out that the O(asLQCD /M ) and O(asaLQCD)
terms significantly affect the values of f B .
The study of Ali Khan et al. @10,11# was made at a single
lattice spacing corresponding to the inverse gauge coupling
b56/g256.0, and hence left open the important question of
the lattice spacing dependence of f B obtained with lattice
NRQCD ~in Refs. @12# Hein has calculated f Bs at b55.7 and
discuss the scaling behavior by combining the result at b
56.0 of Ref. @11#!. This question is particularly important,
since a correct choice of lattice scaling is crucial in NRQCD,
where two contradictory requirements compete: i.e., the a
→0 limit cannot be taken while scaling violation requires a
to be sufficiently small.
In this article we report on our study concerning this ques-
tion. Our simulations are carried out with the plaquette ac-©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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range of lattice spacing a;0.1820.09 fm. For light quark
we employ the O(a)-improved Wilson ~clover! action @13#
with the tadpole improved one-loop value for the clover co-
efficient @14,15#. We investigate in detail the effect of one-
loop improvement of the heavy-light axial vector current as a
function of the lattice spacing. Our final results are presented
with the action correct to O(1/M ), after verifying with the
action complete to O(1/M 2) that higher order corrections are
not important.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we summa-
rize the NRQCD action we use. In Sec. III improvement of
the axial vector current is discussed, and our one-loop mix-
ing coefficients are presented. Details of the simulations and
our methods for extraction of the decay constant are given in
Sec. IV together with numerical results. We discuss the ef-
fect of improvement in the static limit in Sec. V. Our results
for f B are presented in Sec. VI where a comparison is also
made with those obtained with the relativistic formalism. In
Sec. VII the hyperfine splitting of the B meson and the Bs
2B mass difference are given. Our conclusions are summa-
rized in Sec. VIII.
II. LATTICE NRQCD ACTION
Form of action
Let us denote by Q(t ,x) the two-component heavy quark
field. This field evolves in the time direction according to the
action,
S5(
t ,x
Q†~ t ,x!@Q~ t ,x!2KtQ~ t21, x!# , ~1!
where the operator Kt specifies the evolution; our choice is
Kt5S 12 aH02n D
t
nS 12 adH2 D
t
U4
†
t21
3S 12 adH2 D
t21
S 12 aH02n D
t21
n
. ~2!
Here subscripts represent the time slice at which Hamil-
tonian operators such as (12aH0/2n) act, and an integer n is
introduced to suppress instability appearing in the evolution
equation due to unphysical momentum modes @2#. We note
that the ordering of terms in Eq. ~2! is different from the one
employed in @11#: the factor (12adH/2) is placed inside of
(12aH0/2n) in our choice.
The leading order Hamiltonian H0 is given by
H052
D(2)
2M 0
. ~3!
For the correction term dH , we consider two choices corre-
sponding to the nonrelativistic expansion to order 1/M (dH I)
or to order 1/M 2 (dH II) , given by
dH I52c1
g
2M 0
sB, ~4!07450dH II52c1
g
2M 0
sB1c2 ig8M 02
~D(6)E2ED(6)!
2c3
g
8M 0
2s~D(6)3E2E3D(6)!
2c4
~D(2)!2
8M 0
3 1c5
a2D(4)
24M 0
2c6
a~D(2)!2
16nM 0
2 . ~5!
We refer to the two choices as NRQCD-I and NRQCD-II.
We work with both Hamiltonians in parallel and compare
their results in order to examine effects of truncation in the
1/M expansion. Various covariant differential operators in
the Hamiltonian are defined in terms of the forward and
backward derivatives Dm
(1) and Dm
(2) in the m-th direction as
Dm
(6)[(Dm(1)1Dm(2))/2, Dm(2)[Dm(1)Dm(2) , D(2)[( i513 D i(2) ,
and D(4)[( i51
3 (D i(2))2. The field strength operators B and E
are constructed with the clover-leaf definition as in Ref. @2#.
The bare heavy quark mass is denoted as M 0, and ci’s
specify the strength of each term.
The relativistic four-component field ch is related to the
effective field Q through the Foldy-Wouthuysen-Tani ~FWT!
transformation:
ch~ t ,x!5RQ~ t ,x!. ~6!
Here the transformation operator R is given by
R I512d1
gD(6)
2M 0
, ~7!
R II512d1
gD(6)
2M 0
1d2
D(2)
8M 0
2 1d3
g
8M 0
2SB
2d4
ig
4M 0
2 g4gE, ~8!
with S j5diag$s j,s j%, and R I (R II) is to be used in conjunc-
tion with dH I (dH II) to achieve the desired accuracy in the
1/M expansion.
The coefficients ci and di should be determined by match-
ing the action to the continuum relativistic QCD action by
either resorting to perturbation theory or estimating it non-
perturbatively so as to reproduce the same theory in each
order of the 1/M expansion. So far even perturbative results
are not available for these coefficients. We adopt the tree-
level value ci51 and di51 in our work, applying, however,
the mean-field improvement to all link variables in the action
and the FWT transformation with the replacement Um
→Um /u0, where we take u05^Tr Uplaq/3&1/4 @16#.
III. IMPROVEMENT OF THE CURRENT
To calculate the decay constant f B , the heavy-light axial
vector current in lattice NRQCD has to be matched to that in
continuum QCD. The overall renormalization factor ZA was
first calculated by Davies and Thacker @7# by perturbation1-2
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(0)
, rA
(1)
, and rA
(2) defined in Eq. ~9!. The
self-energy corrections are also listed.
aM 0 n rA
(0)2(1/p)log(aM0) rA(1)/2aM 0 rA(2)/2aM 0 A B C
‘ -1.317 0.000 1.036 1.069 0.481
12.0 2 -1.162 0.026 0.851 1.022 -0.025 0.312
10.0 2 -1.131 0.030 0.809 1.011 0.040 0.279
7.0 2 -1.061 0.036 0.737 0.983 0.080 0.197
6.5 2 -1.043 0.037 0.725 0.976 0.098 0.177
5.0 2 -0.970 0.040 0.656 0.946 0.176 0.094
4.5 2 -0.937 0.039 0.628 0.931 0.211 0.055
3.8 2 -0.876 0.036 0.578 0.903 0.275 -0.014
3.5 2 -0.846 0.034 0.559 0.888 0.311 -0.052
3.0 2 -0.782 0.026 0.516 0.855 0.381 -0.127
2.1 2 -0.609 -0.018 0.421 0.755 0.578 -0.334
2.1 3 -0.626 -0.015 0.442 0.754 0.578 -0.315
1.5 3 -0.433 -0.108 0.378 0.621 0.805 -0.542
1.3 3 -0.341 -0.173 0.360 0.547 0.914 -0.647
0.9 4 -0.088 -0.445 0.374 0.300 1.219 -0.921theory to one-loop order. The calculation has been extended
to include O(asaLQCD) and O(asLQCD /M ) by Shigemitsu
and Morningstar @8,9#. Since we adopt a slightly different
action, we have repeated a similar one-loop calculation.
Consider the axial vector current A4cont in the continuum.
We demand that on-shell S matrix elements of the lattice
axial current reproduce that of the continuum current up to
O(p) with p the spatial momentum of the heavy or the light
quark. At one-loop level the relation takes the form
A4cont5@11asrA
(0)#J latt
(0)1asrA
(1)J latt
(1)1asrA
(2)J latt
(2)
, ~9!
where the heavy-light lattice operators of dimension 3 and 4
are defined by
J latt
(0)5c¯ lGch , ~10!
J latt
(1)5
21
2M 0
c¯ lGgD(6)ch , ~11!
J latt
(2)5
1
2M 0
c¯ lgD“ (6)Gch , ~12!
with G5g5g4 for the temporal axial vector current, and c l
and ch denoting the light and heavy quark fields, respec-
tively. We calculate the coefficients rA
(i) for NRQCD-I for
the heavy quark and the O(a)-improved clover action @13#
for the light quark. The use of clover action for the light
quark is necessary to achieve the accuracy of O(asa) in
matching the current. For renormalization of the continuum
current we adopt the MS scheme using dimensional regular-
ization with fully anticommuting g5. We apply the tadpole
improvement procedure @16# with the average plaquette to all
link variables in the covariant derivative of the operators in
Eqs. ~11! and ~12!, and that with the critical hopping param-07450eter to the wave function renormalization of the light quark
fields consistently in both nonperturbative and perturbative
calculations.
Numerical results for the coefficients rA
(i) are listed in
Table I, and plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of 1/aM 0. For rA
(0)
we plot rA
(0)2(1/p)ln(aM0), removing the logarithmic term
appearing in the leading order of the renormalization factor
ZA511asrA
(0)
. The other coefficients rA
(1) and rA
(2) are di-
vided by 2aM 0. The filled symbols represent the values ob-
tained with the static action @17#. We have confirmed that the
infinite mass limit of rA
(0)2(1/p)ln(aM0) agrees with the
static results of Borrelli and Pittori @18# and of Golden and
Hill @19#.
We observe that rA
(1)/2aM 0 vanishes in the limit aM
→‘ , which tells us that the contribution of asrA(1)J latt(1) is of
O(asLQCD /M ). This is expected since J latt(1) involves a de-
rivative of the heavy quark field. On the other hand,
asrA
(2)J latt
(2) does not contain such a derivative, and rA
(2)/2aM 0
remains finite in the static limit as seen in Fig. 1. Namely its
contribution contains terms of O(asaLQCD). This term is an
FIG. 1. 1/aM 0 dependence of the one-loop coefficients for the
axial vector current. Circles represent rA
(0)21/p ln(aM0). Diamonds
and triangles are rA
(1)/2aM 0 and rA
(2)/2aM 0, respectively. The static
limit is shown with the filled symbols.1-3
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light quark discussed in Ref. @15#. We add a remark that we
have repeated a one-loop calculation for the action employed
in Ref. @9#, and numerically confirmed their results to a three
digit accuracy.
IV. DETAILS OF THE SIMULATION
A. Run parameters
We list our simulation parameters in Table II. Our simu-
lations are carried out for three values of the coupling b
55.7, 5.9, and 6.1 with the standard plaquette action for
gluons. These b corresponds to a50.18, 0.13, and 0.09 fm,
respectively, if the scale is determined from the string ten-
sion. We choose our spatial lattice size to be larger than 2
fm.
For the heavy quark we take five values of the bare mass
aM 0 for each b to cover a range of the physical heavy quark
mass M between 2 and 16 GeV. This wide range enables us
to examine explicitly the 1/M dependence of f B . The param-
eter n is chosen so as to satisfy the stability condition n
.3/aM 0.
For the light quark we use the O(a)-improved Wilson
action @13# with the clover coefficient csw5(1/u03)@1
10.199aV(1/a)# , which includes the O(as) correction cal-
culated in Refs. @14,15#. Four values of the light quark hop-
ping parameter k are employed for extrapolation to the chiral
limit ~see Table II for numerical values!.
The value of the strange quark mass ms differs depending
on whether mK or mf is used as input; the value of ms
determined with mf is higher, and the discrepancy does not
diminish for smaller lattice spacings. We choose to calculate
f Bs for both ms , and take the difference as a systematic
error. The hopping parameters ks (ks1 from mK and ks2
TABLE II. Lattice parameters.
b 6.1 5.9 5.7
size 243364 163348 123332
No. conf 120 300 300
csw 1.525 1.580 1.674
k 0.13586 0.13630 0.13690
0.13642 0.13711 0.13760
0.13684 0.13769 0.13840
0.13716 0.13816 0.13920
u0 0.8816 0.8734 0.86087
(aM 0 ,n) ~7.0,2! ~10.0,2! ~12.0,2!
~3.5,2! ~5.0,2! ~6.5,2!
~2.1,2! ~3.0,2! ~4.5,2!
~1.5,3! ~2.1,3! ~3.8,2!
~0.9,4! ~1.3,3! ~3.0,2!
aV(p/a) 0.149 0.164 0.188
aV(1/a) 0.229 0.270 0.355
kcrit 0.13767 0.13901 0.14157
ks1 0.13635 0.13702 0.13800
ks2 0.13609 0.13657 0.13707
1/a ~GeV! 2.29 1.64 1.0807450from mf) are also given in Table II.
The physical scale of lattice spacing is fixed using the
string tension s5427 MeV. Recent data of the string tension
are summarized in Ref. @20#. We adopt their parametrization
to obtain the values of 1/a at our b .
B. Fitting procedure and data analysis
The method to extract the heavy-light decay constant is
standard. We define a local and a smeared operator for the
pseudoscalar channel by
OP
L~ t ,x!5c¯ l~ t ,x!g5ch~ t ,x!, ~13!
OP
S ~ t ,x!5(
y
c¯ l~ t ,x!g5ch~ t ,y!fSRC~ ux2yu!,
~14!
in the Coulomb gauge. For the smearing function we use
fSRC(uxu)5exp(2auxub), with the parameters a and b chosen
so as to reproduce the functional form of the heavy-light
meson wave function measured in our simulations. We mea-
sure the two-point functions given by
CPP
LS ~ t f ,t i!5(
xf
^OP
L~ t f ,xf !OP
S †~ t i ,0!&, ~15!
CPP
SS ~ t f ,t i!5(
xf
^OP
S ~ t f ,xf !OP
S †~ t i ,0!&, ~16!
CJ(i)P
LS
~ t f ,t i!5(
xf
^J latt
(i) ~ t f ,xf !OP
S †~ t i ,0!&, ~17!
with the Dirichlet boundary condition in the temporal direc-
tion. In this measurement the source is placed at the time
slice t i56 ~at b55.7), 7 ~5.9!, and 16 ~6.1!. For the heavy-
light meson with zero spatial momentum, CJ(1)P
LS (t f ,t i) and
CJ(2)P
LS (t f ,t i) are identical by construction.
We fit the correlators to the exponential form
CPP
LS ~ t f ,t i!→ZPPLS exp@2aEbin~ t f2t i!# , ~18!
CPP
SS ~ t f ,t i!→ZPPSS exp@2aEbin~ t f2t i!# , ~19!
CJ(i)P
LS
~ t f ,t i!→ZJ(i)PLS exp@2aEbin~ t f2t i!# , ~20!
over a range of t where we find a plateau in the effective
mass plot. Representative plots are shown for CPP
LS (t f ,t i),
CPP
SS (t f ,t i), CJ(0)PLS (t f ,t i), and CJ(1)PLS (t f ,t i) in Figs. 2 ~3! for
the heaviest ~lightest! quark mass at b56.1. The signal is
remarkably clean even for CJ(1)P
LS
which includes a spatial
differential operator. To constrain the fit as tight as possible
we take the binding energy Ebin to be common among the
correlators. This is particularly necessary for a stable extrac-
tion of ZPP
SS since the signal for CPP
SS (t f ,t i) is much noisier
than for the others. We estimate statistical errors of the fitted1-4
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Statistical correlation of data between different time slices or
between different mass parameters is neglected in the fitting.
C. Heavy-light meson mass
We calculate the pseudoscalar meson mass aM P from a
sum of the renormalized heavy quark mass and the binding
energy through the formula
FIG. 2. Effective mass of various correlators at b56.1 and
(aM 0 ,n)5(2.1,2). The fitted value of aEbin is shown by a solid
line, and the error is indicated by dashed lines. The light quark
hopping parameter k50.13586 is our heaviest one.07450aM P5ZmaM 02E1aEbin, ~21!
where E is the energy shift and Zm the kinetic mass renor-
malization of the heavy quark.
The one-loop calculation of E and Zm was carried out by
Davies and Thacker @4# and by Morningstar @5#. We repeat
the calculation for NRQCD-I. We write the perturbative ex-
pansion of E, Zm and the wave function renormalization Z2h
as
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but with our lightest light quark mass
k50.13716.1-5
K-I. ISHIKAWA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 074501E5asA , ~22!
Zm511asB , ~23!
Z2h511asC , ~24!
and list A, B, and C in Table I.
D. Heavy-light decay constant
The pseudoscalar meson decay constant is given by
a3/2~ f PAM P!5@11asrA(0)#a3/2~ f PAM P!(0)
1(
i51
2
asrA
(i)a3/2~ f PAM P!(i), ~25!
including one loop corrections, where J latt
(i) are defined by
a3/2~ f PAM P!(i)5
a3/2
AM P
^0uJ latt
(i) uP&
5ZJ(i)P
LS A 2
ZPP
SSA12 3k4kcrit, ~26!
with A123k/4kcrit the tadpole-improved wave function nor-
malization factor for the light quark. We note that
a3/2( f PAM P)(1)5a3/2( f PAM P)(2) holds in the rest frame of
the heavy-light meson.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we show aEbin and a3/2( f PAM P)(i) as a
function of 1/k together with a linear ~solid lines! and a
quadratic ~dotted lines! fit. We employ the linear fit for the
chiral extrapolation since the difference between the linear
and the quadratic fits are negligibly small compared with
errors of the data. The linear fit is also used for an interpo-
lation to the strange quark. The values of aEbin and
FIG. 4. Chiral limit of the heavy-light binding energy aEbin at
b56.1 and (aM 0 ,n)5(2.1,2). Open diamonds represent our data.
Filled diamonds are the results in the chiral limit (kcrit) or in the
strange quark mass (ks1 or ks2) with linear fitting ~solid line!, and
open squares are the results with quatratic fitting ~dotted line!.07450a3/2( f PAM P)(i) at k5kcrit as well as those at ks1 and ks2
extracted in this way are summarized in Tables III, IV, and
V.
One of the points we discuss in detail below is the effect
of O(asaLQCD) improvement in the static limit. For this
purpose we need to extract the decay constant in the static
limit.
Figure 6 shows the dependence of ( f PAM P)(0) as a func-
tion of 1/M P for each b where M P is calculated by the
tree-level formula. The physical scale of lattice spacing a is
determined from the string tension. We fit the mass depen-
dence to the form
FIG. 5. Chiral limit of the decay constant a3/2( f PAM P)(0) ~up-
per! and 22aM 0a3/2( f PAM P)(1) ~lower! at b56.1 and (aM 0 ,n)
5(2.1,2). The meaning of the symbols is the same as that in Fig. 4.
FIG. 6. 1/M P dependence of ( f PAM P)(0). We used tree level
value for M P in the plot. Data at three b values are shown: b
55.7 ~diamonds!, 5.9 ~squares!, and 6.1 ~circles!. The static limit
~filled symbols! is obtained with a quadratic extrapolation.1-6
B MESON LEPTONIC DECAY CONSTANT WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 074501TABLE III. Binding energy and the total mass of the heavy-light pseudoscalar mesons.
k5k crit k5ks1 k5ks2
aM 0 aEbin q*5p/a q*51/a aEbin q*5p/a q*51/a aEbin q*5p/a q*51/a
b55.7
12.0 0.669~11! 12.419~11! 12.198~11! 0.737~7! 12.487~7! 12.266~7! 0.755~7! 12.505~7! 12.284~7!
6.5 0.670~10! 7.106~10! 7.049~10! 0.739~6! 7.175~6! 7.118~6! 0.758~5! 7.194~5! 7.137~5!
4.5 0.665~8! 5.169~8! 5.171~8! 0.738~5! 5.241~5! 5.244~5! 0.758~4! 5.261~4! 5.264~4!
3.8 0.663~8! 4.489~8! 4.513~8! 0.737~5! 4.564~5! 4.588~5! 0.757~4! 4.584~4! 4.608~4!
3.0 0.658~7! 3.712~7! 3.760~7! 0.735~4! 3.790~4! 3.837~4! 0.756~4! 3.811~4! 3.858~4!
b55.9
10.0 0.531~8! 10.372~8! 10.269~8! 0.580~5! 10.421~5! 10.318~5! 0.591~5! 10.432~5! 10.329~5!
5.0 0.528~7! 5.517~7! 5.510~7! 0.575~4! 5.564~4! 5.557~4! 0.586~4! 5.575~4! 5.568~4!
3.0 0.522~6! 3.569~6! 3.599~6! 0.569~3! 3.616~3! 3.647~3! 0.580~3! 3.627~3! 3.657~3!
2.1 0.511~6! 2.686~6! 2.735~6! 0.560~3! 2.735~3! 2.784~3! 0.571~3! 2.747~3! 2.795~3!
1.3 0.487~5! 1.892~5! 1.959~5! 0.539~3! 1.944~3! 2.012~3! 0.552~2! 1.956~2! 2.024~2!
b56.1
7.0 0.435~8! 7.372~8! 7.338~8! 0.471~5! 7.409~5! 7.375~5! 0.479~5! 7.416~5! 7.382~5!
3.5 0.423~7! 3.952~7! 3.968~7! 0.462~4! 3.992~4! 4.008~4! 0.470~4! 4.000~4! 4.016~4!
2.1 0.408~6! 2.576~6! 2.613~6! 0.450~3! 2.618~3! 2.655~3! 0.458~3! 2.627~3! 2.664~3!
1.5 0.393~5! 1.981~5! 2.028~5! 0.436~3! 2.024~3! 2.071~3! 0.445~3! 2.032~3! 2.079~3!
0.9 0.359~4! 1.378~4! 1.442~4! 0.404~3! 1.422~3! 1.486~3! 0.413~3! 1.431~3! 1.495~3!TABLE IV. Raw data of a3/2( f PAM P)(0) at kcrit , ks1, and ks2.
aM 0 k5k crit k5ks1 k5ks2
b55.7
‘ 0.675~41! 0.814~34! 0.851~36!
12.0 0.588~25! 0.693~19! 0.722~20!
6.5 0.531~19! 0.615~13! 0.638~13!
4.5 0.481~15! 0.556~11! 0.575~10!
3.8 0.456~14! 0.527~9! 0.546~9!
3.0 0.421~12! 0.486~8! 0.503~8!
b55.9
‘ 0.312~15! 0.370~11! 0.383~11!
10.0 0.285~11! 0.333~8! 0.344~7!
5.0 0.260~9! 0.296~7! 0.304~7!
3.0 0.235~8! 0.264~5! 0.271~5!
2.1 0.213~7! 0.240~4! 0.246~4!
1.3 0.178~5! 0.201~3! 0.207~3!
b56.1
‘ 0.178~12! 0.205~9! 0.210~8!
7.0 0.159~9! 0.185~7! 0.190~6!
3.5 0.140~7! 0.165~5! 0.170~4!
2.1 0.124~5! 0.148~4! 0.152~3!
1.5 0.114~4! 0.135~3! 0.140~3!
0.9 0.096~3! 0.114~2! 0.118~2!07450TABLE V. Raw data of 2aM 0a3/2( f PAM P)(1) at kcrit , ks1, and
ks2.
aM 0 k5kcrit k5ks1 k5ks2
b55.7
‘ 20.485(34) 20.556(27) 20.576(29)
12.0 20.455(22) 20.511(16) 20.526(16)
6.5 20.436(18) 20.482(12) 20.495(12)
4.5 20.415(15) 20.458(10) 20.470(10)
3.8 20.403(14) 20.446(9) 20.458(9)
3.0 20.387(12) 20.429(8) 20.441(8)
b55.9
‘ 20.194(12) 20.226(8) 20.234(8)
10.0 20.189(8) 20.215(6) 20.221(5)
5.0 20.183(7) 20.203(5) 20.208(5)
3.0 20.176(7) 20.193(4) 20.198(4)
2.1 20.170(6) 20.187(4) 20.191(4)
1.3 20.158(5) 20.176(3) 20.180(3)
b56.1
‘ 20.098(8) 20.111(6) 20.113(5)
7.0 20.092(6) 20.105(4) 20.108(4)
3.5 20.086(5) 20.100(3) 20.103(3)
2.1 20.082(4) 20.097(3) 20.100(3)
1.5 20.080(4) 20.095(2) 20.098(2)
0.9 20.079(3) 20.093(2) 20.096(2)1-7
K-I. ISHIKAWA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 074501a3/2~ f PAM P!(0)5a3/2~ f PAM P!(0)ustaticS 11 a1aM P
1
a2
~aM P!2
D . ~27!
We also fit 2aM 0a3/2( f PAM P)(1) to
2aM 0a3/2~ f PAM P!(1)52aM 0a3/2~ f PAM P!(1)ustatic
3S 11 a18aM P 1 a28~aM P!2D . ~28!
Similarly, Fig. 7 shows the 1/M P dependence of the ratio
22M0(fPAM P)(1)/( f PAM P)(0). The functional dependence
can also be parameterized as
22aM 0
~ f PAM P!(1)
~ f PAM P!(0)
522aM 0
~ f PAM P!(1)
~ f PAM P!(0)
U
static
S 11 b1aM P
1
b2
~aM P!2
D . ~29!
The values of a3/2( f PAM P)(0)ustatic and
2aM 0a3/2( f PAM P)(1)ustatic are given in Tables IV and V, re-
spectively.
To obtain the B meson decay constant at the physical B
meson mass, we fit the 1/M P dependence of the renormal-
ized quantity f PAM P in the renormalization group invariant
form FP[@as(M P)/as(M B)#2/11f PAM P instead of fitting
the contribution of individual operators and summing the
results.
V. STATIC LIMIT
We begin discussion of our results with the lattice spacing
dependence of the decay constant in the static limit. This
limit has the advantage that the errors that depend on the
heavy quark mass such as O(asLQCD /M ) vanish, and hence
FIG. 7. Ratio of the leading and mixing operators
22M 0( f PAM P)(1)/( f PAM P)(0). We used tree level results for
1/M P in the plot. Data at three b values are shown: b55.7 ~dia-
monds!, 5.9 ~squares!, and 6.1 ~circles!. The static limit ~filled sym-
bols! is obtained with a quadratic extrapolation.07450we can see the effect of O(asaLQCD) improvement more
clearly.
According to the discussion in Sec. III, the contribution of
J latt
(1) vanishes in the static limit. From Eq. ~9!, the matching
relation in the static limit for the axial vector current is given
by
A4cont5@11asrstatic
(0) #Jstatic
(0) 1asrstatic
(disc)aJstatic
(disc)
, ~30!
where rstatic
(0) and Jstatic
(0) are the naive static limit ~except
anomalous dimension! of rA
(0) and J latt
(0)
. rstatic
(disc) and Jstatic
(disc) are
defined as
rstatic
(disc)5 lim
aM0→‘
rA
(2)/2aM 0 , ~31!
aJstatic
~disc!5 lim
aM0→‘
2aM 0J latt
(2)
. ~32!
The numerical value of the matching coefficients in the static
limit is given in Table I.
The decay constant is calculated from
f B(s)
static[~ f P(s)AM P(s)!ustatic /AM B(s) ~33!
with
~ f PAM P!ustatic5@11asrstatic(0) #$~ f PAM P!(0)ustatic%
1asr static
(disc)$2aM 0~ f PAM P!(1)ustatic%.
~34!
A nominal value of M 054.5 GeV is used for the heavy
quark mass to evaluate the logarithm of rstatic
(0)
. For the strong
coupling constant as we employ aV(q*) @16# evolved from
m53.40/a to q*. There is an uncertainty in the choice of the
scale q* within one-loop calculations. We take the average
of the results obtained with q*5p/a and with 1/a , and con-
sider the difference from the two choices of q* as an upper
and lower bounds for the error due to two-loop corrections in
the renormalization factor.
Figure 8 shows the a dependence of the decay constant in
the static limit, f Bstatic and f Bs
static
. Open symbols represent the
results which are not corrected for the mixing effect of the
operator aJstatic
(disc) ~which corresponds to the static limit of
2aM 0J latt
(2)), and filled symbols include this effect. Statistical
errors are shown with solid bars, and uncertainties due to the
choice of q* by dotted bars. From the figure we see that an
apparent a dependence for the unimproved results is re-
moved by the inclusion of the higher dimensional operator
Jstatic
(disc) at the one-loop level.
A worry with this observation is a sizable systematic error
due to two-loop uncertainties. On this point we note that the
optimal value of q* for the multiplicative renormalization
coefficient is known to be q*52.18/a for the combination of
the static heavy quark and the unimproved Wilson light
quark @21#. Since there seems to be no obvious reason that
this value changes significantly for the O(a)-improved light
quark action, taking the difference of the results for q*1-8
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uncertainty. An alternative estimate employing as(2/a)
would reduce the error estimate roughly by a factor 2. Fur-
thermore the magnitude of this error is correlated among
different b , and between results without and with the im-
provement at each b; so it is not as large as the value esti-
mated as if the errors are all independent.
The magnitude of the O(asa) term relative to the leading
operator Jstatic
(0) ~the static limit of J latt
(0)) are
as3rstatic
(disc)32aM 0
~ f PAM P!(1)
~ f PAM P!(0)
U
static
~35!
50.272~84!31.0363@20.712~9 !#
520.201~84! at b55.7,
50.217~53!31.0363@20.622~7 !#
520.140~53! at b55.9,
FIG. 8. The lattice spacing dependence of f Bstatic at k5kcrit
~upper! and k5ks1 ~lower!. Open diamonds represent the result
without the operator mixing, while filled diamonds include the mix-
ing effect. The symbols show the q* averaged results, and are
slightly shifted in horizontal axis so that error bars do not overlap.
Solid error bars show the statistical error, and dashed ones show the
uncertainty of q* from the difference of the two choices of q*
5p/a and 1/a .0745050.189~40!31.0363@20.546~8 !#
520.107~41! at b56.1,
where the error is dominated by the uncertainty in as . At
b56.1 the effect reduces f Bstatic by about 10% from the value
without the improvement term.
VI. B MESON DECAY CONSTANT
A. Dependence on heavy-light meson mass
In Fig. 9 we present FP[@as(M P)/
as(MB)#2/11f PAM P as a function of 1/M P for three values of
b . Open symbols denote results from the leading operator
alone, and filled symbols show how they change due to the
inclusion of the higher-dimensional operators J latt
(1) and J latt
(2)
.
The factor @as(M P)/as(M B)#2/11 is introduced to cancel the
logarithmic divergence (1/p)ln(aM0) in the one-loop coeffi-
cient rA
(0)
. For as(M P) we use aV(m) @16# evolved from
m53.40/a to M P . The chiral limit is taken for the light
quark. Solid and dotted error bars show the statistical error
and the uncertainty due to two-loop corrections in the renor-
malization factors. The latter is estimated in the same way as
for the static limit discussed in Sec. V.
As first observed in Refs. @8,10,11#, the contributions
from the operators J latt
(1) and J latt
(2) sizably affects the decay
constant. The dominant effect arises from J latt
(2)
. A larger dif-
ference between the two sets of results toward the static limit
is explained by the fact that the one-loop coefficient
rA
(2)/2aM 0 increases toward this limit ~see Fig. 1!. In con-
trast, the contribution of J latt
(1) is negligible since the perturba-
tive coefficient rA
(1)/2aM 0 stays very small (urA(1)/2aM 0u
,0.2) for our heavy quark mass aM 0.1.2.
As was the case for the decay constant in the static limit,
uncertainties due to two-loop corrections are sizable, particu-
larly at b55.7. This uncertainty does decrease, however, for
weaker couplings at b55.9 and 6.1. It also becomes smaller
as one moves down from the static limit toward the physical
B mass.
B. Dependence on lattice spacing
By interpolating data shown in Fig. 9 to the physical B
meson mass, we obtain f B for each b . The decay constant
f Bs for Bs meson is calculated in a similar manner. The bare
b quark mass that gives the physical B meson is listed in
Table VI, and f B and f Bs at each b are given in Table VII for
the two choices of the scale q*5p/a and 1/a .
The lattice spacing dependence of f B and f Bs is shown in
Fig. 10. Looking at the central values, we observe that a
large a dependence exhibited in the data without the operator
mixing ~open symbols! is removed in the full result ~filled
symbols!. This feature is clearer for f Bs; a variation is seen
for f B between b55.9 and 6.1, albeit with larger statistical
errors. Keeping in mind the uncertainty due to the choice of
as , this result indicates that the lattice spacing dependence
of the B meson decay constant is sizably reduced after in-
cluding the O(asa) and O(as /M ) mixing terms.1-9
K-I. ISHIKAWA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 074501FIG. 9. FP as a function of 1/M P for each b . Open diamonds
represent the result without the operator mixing, while filled dia-
monds include the mixing effect. The symbols show the q* aver-
aged results. Solid error bars show the statistical error, and dashed
ones show the uncertainty of q*.
TABLE VI. Bare b-quark mass that reproduces the physical B
meson mass.
b56.1 b55.9 b55.7
tree 1.903~5! 2.710~6! 4.206~8!
q*5p/a 1.828~5! 2.652~6! 4.192~8!
q*51/a 1.786~6! 2.613~6! 4.179~9!074501C. Estimate of systematic errors
We now discuss possible sources of systematic errors and
estimate their magnitudes.
As already discussed the uncertainty from the scale for
the strong coupling constant, which is an O(as2) effect, is
sizable. The magnitude of this error, estimated as half the
difference of values for q*5p/a and 1/a is given in Table
VIII for each b .
We employ a light quark action which is O(a)-improved
at one-loop level. Since the two-loop uncertainty in this im-
provement of O(as2aLQCD) is negligibly small, we expect
the leading discretization error from the light quark sector to
be O@(aLQCD)2# , which is also the magnitude of scaling
violation in the gluon sector. With a nominal value LQCD
5300 MeV, we estimate its size to be 2–8 % depending on
b as listed in the table.
Our results are obtained for NRQCD-I which represents
the leading term in an expansion in 1/M . We examine cor-
rections due to this truncation by comparing the results of
NRQCD-I with NRQCD-II which is correct to O(1/M 2).
Figure 11 shows that the 1/M 2 correction does not exceed
the statistical error, which is about 4% in the B meson mass
region, as previously observed in Ref. @22#. Higher order
uncertainties are expected to be even smaller.
FIG. 10. a dependence of f B ~upper! and f Bs ~lower!. Filled
symbols represent the result with the contribution from J latt
(1) and
J latt
(2)
. Open symbols do not include these effects. The symbols show
the q* averaged results, and are slightly shifted in horizontal axis so
that error bars do not overlap. Solid error bars show the statistical
error, and dashed ones show the uncertainty of q*.-10
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b56.1 b55.9 b55.7
tree q*5p/a q*51/a tree q*5p/a q*51/a tree q*5p/a q*51/a
f B 0.184~7! 0.165~7! 0.156~6! 0.210~6! 0.180~6! 0.161~5! 0.233~7! 0.187~6! 0.148~4!
f Bs (ks1) 0.215~5! 0.194~4! 0.183~4! 0.233~4! 0.201~4! 0.181~3! 0.265~5! 0.215~4! 0.171~3!f Bs (ks2) 0.222~5! 0.200~4! 0.189~4! 0.239~4! 0.206~4! 0.185~3! 0.274~5! 0.222~4! 0.177~3!Another source of the systematic error is the perturbative
matching of the action and the operators of NRQCD. In the
one-loop calculation of the self-energy and the current renor-
malization, we have consistently included all terms of order
1/M . Hence O@as /(aM )# corrections are properly taken into
account in our calculation, and the leading error is of
O@as /(aM )2# . An order estimate for O@as /(aM )2# is given
in Table VIII. The magnitude increases for larger b since
aM becomes smaller.
Adding these four leading systematic errors in quadrature,
we find the total systematic error to be about 8% at b56.1
and 5.9, while it is significantly larger (;15%) at b55.7.
We expect that the systematic errors also increase beyond
b56.1 as a fate of a nonrenormalizable effective theory.
This means that b55.926.1 is a window where the system-
atic errors become minimum within the present framework
of improvement. For our final result, we take the results at
b55.9, for which none of the sources of the systematic un-
certainty listed in Table VIII is particularly large. We note
that the results at b56.1 are consistent with those at b
55.9 within the estimated error.
There are two more sources giving systematic errors in
f Bs. One is due to the uncertainty of 1/ks . We estimate this
error by taking the difference of the results with mK and
those with mf . The other is the O(asams) error in the
renormalization coefficient, arising from the fact that we
used the coefficient with massless clover action for the light
quark whereas the actual case is massive. We estimate this
error to be ;220.8%.
In addition to the above systematic uncertainties, we must
include an uncertainty in the lattice scale 1/a . Throughout
this work we have used the scale set with the string tension
As . Taking a variation of the ratio mr /As over b55.9, 6.1,
and 6.3, we assign a 3.5% error in the lattice scale as we did
in Ref. @23#. The scale obtained from the r meson lies within
this error range.
D. Results
Our final result for the B meson decay constant in the
quenched approximation is given by
TABLE VIII. An order estimate of the possible systematic er-
rors.
b56.1 b55.9 b55.7
O(as2) 3% 5% 12%
O@(aLQCD)2# 2% 3% 8%
O@as /(aM )2# 6% 4% 2%074501f B5170~5 !~15! MeV, ~36!
f Bs5191~4 !~17!~20
14! MeV. ~37!
Here the central value is the result at b55.9, and the errors
are statistical and systematic in the given order. The system-
atic error includes 8% as estimated in the previous subsec-
tion and the error in the lattice scale of 3.5%, added in
quadrature. For f Bs there is an additional uncertainty from
the strange quark mass. We take the value from the K meson
mass (ks1) for our central value. Employing the f mass
(ks2) gives a larger f Bs, which is given in the third paren-
thesis for f Bs.
Our result is larger than that of Ali Khan et al. @11# at b
56.0 @ f B5147(11)(16) MeV and f Bs5175(8)(18) MeV#.
We quote the results from relativistic calculations of the Fer-
milab @24# group and JLQCD @23#:
f B5164~211114!~8 ! MeV ~Fermilab!,
5173~4 !~13! MeV ~JLQCD!,
f Bs5185~28
113!~9 ! MeV ~Fermilab!,
5199~3 !~14! MeV ~JLQCD!.
Our results with NRQCD are in good agreement with these
values.
E. fBs ÕfB
Many systematic uncertainties that appear in the calcula-
tion of the pseudoscalar decay constant f P(s) cancel, if we
FIG. 11. Comparison of FP from NRQCD-I ~filled circles! with
that from NRQCD-II ~open circles! at tree level.-11
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tainty in the matching of the axial current cancels out explic-
itly.
Figure 12 presents the 1/M P dependence of f Ps / f P . We
observe only a mild 1/M P dependence. The difference be-
tween NRQCD-I and NRQCD-II is much smaller than the
statistical error. Namely, the contribution of the 1/M 2 terms
is negligible. Finally, plotting the ratio as a function of lattice
spacing ~see Fig. 13!, we find the results at three b values to
be consistent with each other within errors.
Our result is
f Bs / f B51.12~2 !~1 !~20
13!, ~38!
at b55.9. The errors given are those from statistical, sys-
tematic and uncertainty in ks . Many systematic errors cancel
in the ratio f Bs / f B . The leading remaining error arises from
our use of the renormalization coefficient calculated for ms
50. This neglect of the mass dependence gives an error of
FIG. 12. 1/M P dependence of f Ps / f P with ks1. The symbols
show the q* averaged results. Solid error bars show the statistical
error, and dotted ones show the uncertainty of q*.
FIG. 13. a dependence of f Bs / f B with ks1 ~filled circles! and
with ks2 ~open circles!. The symbols show the q* averaged results.
Solid error bars show the statistical error, and dotted ones show the
uncertainty of q*.074501O(asams) for f Bs, which reduces to O(asaLQCD) when di-
vided by f B . Our order estimate of this error is 3–5%.
VII. MASS SPLITTINGS
A by-product of our simulation is the mass difference
between the B and Bs mesons, which can be compared with
experiment. Since the heavy quark mass cancels in this dif-
ference, there are no direct perturbative corrections to this
quantity, though they enter implicitly through bare b-quark
mass.
We plot the 1/M P dependence of the Bs2B mass differ-
ence in Fig. 14, where we observe the dependence to be
small. The lattice spacing dependence is shown in Fig. 15. A
variation of about 20%, beyond the statistical error of 8%, is
seen between b56.1 and 5.9, which may represent scaling
violation. From the result at b55.9 we obtain
M Bs2M B578~5 !~4 !~20
119! MeV, ~39!
where the meaning of errors is the same as above. The pos-
sible systematic error is O@(aLQCD)2# , which is 2–3%, and
FIG. 14. 1/M P dependence of M Ps2M P with ks1. We used the
tree level results for 1/M P in the plot.
FIG. 15. a dependence of M Bs2M B with ks1 ~filled circles! and
with ks2 ~open circles!. The experimental value is shown by a solid
line.-12
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be 5%. The dominant error comes from the uncertainty of
ks . It is encouraging that our result agrees with experiment
9062 MeV.
Another interesting quantity is the hyperfine splitting
M B*2M B . Previous lattice studies ~in the quenched ap-
proximation! have shown that the hyperfine splittings of
heavy-light and heavy-heavy mesons are much smaller than
experiment @25#. A possible reason for this discrepancy is an
inappropriate value of the coupling c1 for the gsB/2M 0
term, for which we use the tadpole improved tree-level
value. Since the hyperfine splitting of heavy-light mesons is
proportional to c1, and that of heavy-heavy mesons to c1
2
, it
is possible that large corrections of O(as) remain @the non-
perturbative calculation of this coupling has been done in
Ref. @26#, which reports the possible O(as) correction#. An-
other possible source is the quenched approximation.
The 1/M P dependence of the hyperfine splitting obtained
in our simulation is shown in Fig. 16. We observe that in the
static limit the splitting linearly vanishes due to the heavy
quark symmetry. Figure 17 shows the lattice spacing depen-
dence of the splitting together with the experimental value of
M B*2M B545.860.4 MeV. While scaling is reasonably
FIG. 16. 1/M P dependence of M P*2M P . We used the tree
level results for 1/M P in the plot.
FIG. 17. a dependence of M B*2M B . The experimental value is
shown by a solid line.074501satisfied with our results, the magnitude is far below experi-
ment. From the value at b55.9, we find
M B*2M B525~5 !~5 ! MeV, ~40!
M B
s
*2M Bs528~3 !~6 ! MeV, ~41!
where we assume a 20% systematic error for the O(as) cor-
rection for c1.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have presented a scaling study of the
heavy-light meson decay constant using lattice NRQCD, for
which the heavy-light current is improved, consistently with
the action, to the one-loop order O(asa) and to O(as /M ) in
perturbation theory. Mixings with the relevant higher dimen-
sional operators are also taken into account. We have found
the effect of the improvement to be substantial: the large a
dependence of f B is almost removed. This is most apparent
in the static limit where the effect is purely of O(asa). A
similar improvement is also seen for the physical B mass.
The two main sources of systematic errors in our results
are O(as2) two-loop perturbative corrections for the renor-
malization factors for the NRQCD action, the
O(a)-improved Wilson action and the axial vector current,
and the O@as /(aM )2# one-loop corrections in the coeffi-
cients of the NRQCD action and the axial vector current. A
sizable O(as2) uncertainty at b55.7, diminishes to a 5%
level at weaker couplings of b55.9 and 6.1. The
O@as /(aM )2# error, on the other hand, increases toward
smaller lattice spacings, reaching ;6% at b56.1. This
counter increase of the error represents the limitation of lat-
tice NRQCD. The method breaks down once the heavy
quark mass becomes smaller than the inverse lattice spacing.
Therefore, the validity of a lattice NRQCD calculation of f B
hinges on the existence of a window in lattice spacing over
which the two errors as well as scaling violations are small.
We find that these conditions are optimally satisfied at b
55.926.1. Pushing the simulation to larger b does not de-
crease the error; achieving better accuracy with NRQCD
would require two-loop calculations to extend the window
toward larger lattice spacings where the O@as /(aM )2# error
is smaller.
Our final remark concerns a comparison with an alterna-
tive method for calculating heavy quark quantities on the
lattice, the nonrelativistic interpretation of relativistic actions
@3#. The advantage of this method is that a continuum ex-
trapolation can be carried out. The simulations of Refs.
@23,24,27# have shown that the a dependence in the heavy-
light decay constant is small for currently accessible range of
b55.7;6.3 and a continuum extrapolation, with either con-
stant or linear fit in the lattice spacing, yields the decay con-
stants with a systematic error of about 10%. A subtle point
with this method, however, is that the a dependence of sys-
tematic errors is nonlinear. Hence, strictly speaking, it is not
correct to extrapolate the result with a simple linear or a
quadratic function of a. To achieve a prediction of the B-13
K-I. ISHIKAWA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 074501meson decay constant more accurate than is available, one
needs to improve the action and currents so that the system-
atic errors at finite values of b are further reduced. In this
sense studies of O(asa) improvement should be awaited. In
spite of the limitations inherent in the two alternative meth-
ods, it is encouraging to see that the two approaches now
yield B meson decay constant in mutual agreement within
10% error in the framework of quenched QCD.074501ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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